
















































features of the volatility in the Chinese stock market,
this may help them to avoid risk instead of noise trad-
ing, as well as provide a policy basis for decision-
making departments of government to supervise the
securities exchanges. 
Moradi et al. [31] have conducted an empirical study
on the effects of macroeconomic variables on stock
price crash risk in the case of the Iranian market. The
research results can be a red flag for political deci-
sion-makers in emerging markets struggling with
financial issues to focus on the stock market in
macroeconomic planning to avoid triggering a crisis
and implicitly capital flight. The implementation of
transaction policy has played an important role in the
Chinese stock market in recent years. The phe-
nomenon of sudden slump or rise in the prices of
stocks has been brought down to a certain extent.
Furthermore, the risk conduction mechanism is grad-
ually developed. But there still exist many problems
in the Chinese stock market. For instance, the stock
market organization structure of Shanghai and
Shenzhen could not effectively manage and deal with
the occasional events, which caused strong impacts
on the stock markets [32]. Regulators should take
more stringent measures to reduce the number of
vicious speculation and control the volatility.
Understanding volatility in emerging capital markets
is essential for determining the cost of capital and
evaluating direct investment and asset allocation
decisions. It would be of benefit for investors to iden-
tify risks and increase the awareness of risk invest-
ment.

DATA AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

From the above-reviewed literature, it is clear that
researchers have explored various aspects of volatil-
ity in the stock market. The present study is an
attempt to strengthen the existing literature. This
paper focused to understand, analyse and explore
volatility pattern and volatility clusters from the base
index. Shanghai Stock Exchange (SSE) was intro-
duced with a base index of 100 (99.98) on 19th

December 1990 and a daily closing price considered
for three decades. The daily closing price of the
Shanghai Stock Exchange (SSE) Composite Index
has been considered from 19th December 1990 to
31st December 2020 considering 7494 daily observa-
tions. The daily closing price of SSE is objected to
provide historical evidence of the presence of volatil-
ity in today’s price whether following the impact of
yesterday’s price, understanding price movement
pattern, exploration of risk-return and impulse
change in financial series movements.
The empirical study of the paper will provide support
to understanding impulse magnitude, escalating risk-
return and exploring the Shanghai Stock Exchange
movement pattern. To meet with objected outcomes,
we employ the application of several statistical tools
that measure normality, movement of series pattern,
explore volatility and leverage effect. 

Statistical application set includes conversion to log,
symmetric Generalize Autoregressive Conditional
Heteroscedastic GARCH (1,1) model to estimate
volatility, asymmetric GARCH model sets EGARCH
and GJR to map leverage effect and predict the
impact of the news. The financial series of SSE –
China converted to log returns expressed in equa-
tion1. During the process of the equation, rt repre-
sents logarithmic daily returns of SSE China for time
t, Pt indicates the closing price at time t, and similar-
ly, Pt–1 indicates the corresponding price of time t–1.
Unit root test is applied to SSE China series return
that determines stationary in the case of selected
observations. Application of ADF property indicates
that if ADF statistics is less than its critical value
along with p-value > 0.05, the null hypothesis is
rejected, and the series return is ready for model
application. This test employed to eliminate the nor-
mality of the distribution hypothesis, asymmetry dis-
tribution and kurtosis parameter (leptokurtic distribu-
tion) shown in equation 3. 
Log conversion: 

pt
rt = ln (       ) = ln (pt) – ln (pt–1)  (1)

pt–1

Symmetric GARCH (1, 1) model:
2ht = w + a1ut–1 + b1ht–1 (2)

The variance equation assumption process assures 
that value of the constant is higher than 0. GARCH 
(1, 1) represents the symmetric model that is exten-
sively used to estimate volatility in time-series 
returns. One limitation of the symmetric model is that 
it does not capture the leverage effect which is 
required to have additional lags and exponential pro-
cess, thus asymmetric GARCH type models i.e., 
EGARCH also called Exponential GARCH and GJR. 
Negative news creates a more pronounced effect on 
the financial market and probable impact measure-
ment can be interesting in a manner to get an idea 
about the elasticity of market movement during a 
negative news reaction.
EGARCH by Nelson [33] captures asymmetric 
responses of time-vary variances to volatility shocks 
and also ensures that variance is always positive.

2                   p 2log (st   ) = w + j–i  bi log (st–i ) +

q si– t –2           si– t+ j–1 ai         |        | – yi         (3)
si–t      n si–t

Another asymmetric model GJR is a variant of
Threshold GARCH and developed by Glosten,
Jagannathan and Runkle [34] also measures stylized
facts such as the leverage effect and effect of the
news on stock markets. In this model there is only
regression in the mean equation which is constant:

2                   2ht = d + a1ei–1 + gdi–1e t–1+ bi hi–1 (4)

s dt = w + a
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